
We have been fermenting cider and wine on a hobby scale for a couple decades here. In 2012 we decided to investigate 
starting a winery/cidery and in 2013 we set up Minnesota’s Finest Fermented Products and applied for a Minnesota Farm 
Winery License. In 2014 we hired Rob Fisk to help manage our orchards, and also run the cider business with us. Rob 
purchased some tanks and developed our first brand called . We produced a few thousand 
gallons of cider with Rob in 2014 and 2015. In 2016, Rob moved to another cider company at Minnesota Harvest 
Orchard. In 2017 we hired a new cider maker and restructured our cider business to focus on small batch artisanal ciders.

Jackie and Harry Hoch own and manage the parent Corporation Hoch Orchard and Gardens Inc. Jackie over-sees the 
book keeping, keeps the bills paid, and makes sure all the paperwork and records required for alcohol production are 
kept current. Harry directs the operation, oversees the production of fruit, and helps with the development of ciders 
utilizing the great array of products grown on our farm.

The cider company is managed by three young, energetic individuals who are passionate about food and the 
environment in which it is grown. All three have important roles on our biodynamic farm but together find the time 
to make and distribute our hard ciders.
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Business Structure
The parent company is Hoch Orchard and Gardens Inc. a family farm in southeastern Minnesota. Our on-farm juice 
pressing and processing facility is licensed under Minnesota’s Finest Fruit Products LLC. This legally separates the food 
processing and fruit pressing business from the family farm (limits our liability and protects the farm land). Fermentation is 
done under Minnesota’s Finest Fermented Products LLC.  We received our Minnesota Farm Winery License in 2014.

Our Fruit Production Philosophy
Hoch Orchard is a certified organic and biodynamic by Demeter USA. The biodynamic process requires a farm to be 
diversified and to strive to become a holistic operation that limits outside inputs such as fertilizers, composts, and other 
materials that could be produced on-farm. For information on the biodynamic concept go to the Demeter website.

Our ciders are made with certified organic fruit produced exclusively on our farm. We do NOT purchase apples, berries, 
fruit concentrates, hops, or herbs to flavor our ciders. All our fruit is grown on our farm. We are a completely estate produced 
cidery. We grow close to 100 varieties of apples on 40 acres. We produce an ever increasing proportion of traditional high 
tannin hard cider varieties. In addition to apples we have several acres of grapes, plums, apricots, cherries, raspberries, 
blueberries, strawberries, and honeyberries. We also grow hops and other herbs. Sooner or later we try to ferment all of it.

Our Cider Production Philosophy
We produce cider in small batches under 300 gallons each. All our ciders are made in a Farmhouse style and range from 
semi-sweet to fully dry. We coarse filter our fresh juice. The fermented ciders are allowed to settle naturally and then 
pumped off of the sediment. Some of our ciders are naturally crystal clear while others are cloudy like German wheat beers. 
The fermented ciders are not sterile filtered or artificially clarified leaving what nature gives us. While most Minnesota 
cideries source apple juice, berry concentrates, other fruit, herbs and hops from all over the United States, our ingredients 
are grown on the farm so you can truly taste the terroir of our region in every glass of cider.

We plan to release our first certified organic cider in 2017. Our intention is to certify the majority of our dry ciders as organic 
and possibly biodynamic. Our sweet ciders require stabilization with preservatives so they cannot be certified organic. We 
are looking into bottle pasteurization. This process would stabilize the cider with heat instead of preservatives making our 
sweet ciders also eligible for organic certification.

We currently focus our sales in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Our Minnesota Farm Winery license allows us to self-distribute 
throughout our great state. We also have membership in the Badger State Wine Cooperative. This allows us to deliver our 

stressing the fact that our business is an orchard first. Very few of the regional cideries produce their own apples and if they 
do produce apples they still buy the majority of their juice (or apples to make their juice) from other orchards. 
 We put ‘Orchard’ in our brand name, and we have images of apple trees on our labels. Every label has a statement about our 
farm and where we are located. Our website and other social media details our farming practices and makes the connection 
between the food source and the consumer.

 The most recent consumer surveys show a high level of interest in the origin of the fruit in the cider, and interest in the 
varieties of apples and their characteristics. Today’s typical cider drinkers are equally male to female, range between 25 
and 40 years of age, are college educated and hungry for information. We go out of our way to put extra information on 
our labels, packages, and promotional materials. The demographic we are going after is not the light beer and wine cooler 
drinker. The consumer that wants a big recognizable logo and avoids extra words and descriptive verbiage can buy Angry 
Orchard and Wood Chuck ciders.

Every bottle of Hoch Orchard Hard Cider has a description of the cider. This is not a flowery explanation of the feeling 
evoked by drinking the cider but actual descriptions of the flavor profiles and what kind of fruit and herbs were used.

Hoch Orchard and Gardens is a family farm consisting of 94 acres in the driftless region just west of La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
We produce between 8,000 and 10,000 bushels of apples annually along with some grapes, berries, vegetables, pork, lamb, 

We press around 10,000 gallons of fresh juice annually and it is either bottled and sold fresh, sold bulk to other processors, 
or fermented on-farm for Hoch Orchard Hard Cider. We currently ferment around 2,000 gallons of juice into hard cider but 
we have plenty of capacity for growth.

WE HAVE FIVE MAIN CIDERS AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND WITH  
A RANGE OF TASTE PROFILES:

We have two price ranges with our ciders. Our base ciders are available in 12 ounce bottles and  
1/4 barrel kegs. Our specialty ciders are available in 750 ml  bottles and 1/6 barrel kegs. We create  
a wide range of seasonal specialty ciders starting with Wet Hopped Summer Cider and Cidre 
Neuvou, Winter Spruce tip, Spring Bulmers Irish, and multiple fruit blends including: Strawberry 
rhubarb, raspberry, apricot, plum, tart cherry, and others. Our special releases include but are not 
limited to: Three year aged, Golden Russet, Barrel aged Juliet, and other varietals.

Purple Reign (Semi-Sweet) —  
is a semi-sweet blend of mild dessert apple 
varieties flavored with the Purple Royalty 
raspberry variety. The unique flavor of purple 
raspberries makes this cider like no other. It is 
not too sweet to put off craft beer drinkers and 
should appeal to fans of Lambic style fruit beers. 
The acid from the berries is balanced with the 
sugar to give a sprightly sweet/tart effect that 
finishes sharp without the cloyingly sweetness 
of most berry blends. This cider appeals to both 
the experienced cider drinker that enjoys fruit 
blends and the occasional cider drinker that 
needs a sweeter finish.

Honey Honey (Semi-Sweet) —  
is a Honeycrisp based cider that is lightly back 
sweetened with apple juice and honey. Like the 
Honeycrisp apple this cider has a perfect balance of 
acid and sugar. This cider is very light in body with 
a fresh apple fragrance. There is very little tannin in 
this cider and therefore not intended for the serious 
cider drinker. The popular Honeycrisp name will 
catch the curiosity of apple eaters. This blend is 
intended to appeal to the occasional cider drinker 
and bring in new cider drinkers. Honey Honey will 
not put off the craft beer drinker like the heavily 
sweetened big brand ciders and will hopefully lead to 
return sales and a new appreciation of cider.
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Hoch Orchard is a certified organic and biodynamic by Demeter USA. The biodynamic process requires a farm to be 
diversified and to strive to become a holistic operation that limits outside inputs such as fertilizers, composts, and other 
materials that could be produced on-farm. For information on the biodynamic concept go to the Demeter website.

Our ciders are made with certified organic fruit produced exclusively on our farm. We do NOT purchase apples, berries, 
fruit concentrates, hops, or herbs to flavor our ciders. All our fruit is grown on our farm. We are a completely estate produced 
cidery. We grow close to 100 varieties of apples on 40 acres. We produce an ever increasing proportion of traditional high 
tannin hard cider varieties. In addition to apples we have several acres of grapes, plums, apricots, cherries, raspberries, 
blueberries, strawberries, and honeyberries. We also grow hops and other herbs. Sooner or later we try to ferment all of it.

We produce cider in small batches under 300 gallons each. All our ciders are made in a 
semi-sweet to fully dry. We coarse filter our fresh juice. The fermented ciders are allowed to settle naturally and then 
pumped off of the sediment. Some of our ciders are naturally crystal clear while others are cloudy like German wheat beers. 
The fermented ciders are not sterile filtered or artificially clarified leaving what nature gives us. While most Minnesota 
cideries source apple juice, berry concentrates, other fruit, herbs and hops from all over the United States, our ingredients 
are grown on the farm so you can truly taste the terroir of our region in every glass of cider.

We plan to release our first certified organic cider in 2017. Our intention is to certify the majority of our dry ciders as organic 
and possibly biodynamic. Our sweet ciders require stabilization with preservatives so they cannot be certified organic. We 
are looking into bottle pasteurization. This process would stabilize the cider with heat instead of preservatives making our 
sweet ciders also eligible for organic certification.

 Our Sales Region
We currently focus our sales in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Our Minnesota Farm Winery license allows us to self-distribute 
throughout our great state. We also have membership in the Badger State Wine Cooperative. This allows us to deliver our 
products directly to licensed Wisconsin retailers. Invoicing and payments go through the cooperative.

Our Promotional Program
We are focusing our image on the farm cidery aspect of our business. We separate ourselves from other regional cideries by 
stressing the fact that our business is an orchard first. Very few of the regional cideries produce their own apples and if they 
do produce apples they still buy the majority of their juice (or apples to make their juice) from other orchards. 
 We put ‘Orchard’ in our brand name, and we have images of apple trees on our labels. Every label has a statement about our 
farm and where we are located. Our website and other social media details our farming practices and makes the connection 
between the food source and the consumer.

 The most recent consumer surveys show a high level of interest in the origin of the fruit in the cider, and interest in the 
varieties of apples and their characteristics. Today’s typical cider drinkers are equally male to female, range between 25 
and 40 years of age, are college educated and hungry for information. We go out of our way to put extra information on 
our labels, packages, and promotional materials. The demographic we are going after is not the light beer and wine cooler 
drinker. The consumer that wants a big recognizable logo and avoids extra words and descriptive verbiage can buy Angry 
Orchard and Wood Chuck ciders.

Every bottle of Hoch Orchard Hard Cider has a description of the cider. This is not a flowery explanation of the feeling 
evoked by drinking the cider but actual descriptions of the flavor profiles and what kind of fruit and herbs were used.

Scope and Scale
Hoch Orchard and Gardens is a family farm consisting of 94 acres in the driftless region just west of La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
We produce between 8,000 and 10,000 bushels of apples annually along with some grapes, berries, vegetables, pork, lamb, 
and poultry. 

We press around 10,000 gallons of fresh juice annually and it is either bottled and sold fresh, sold bulk to other processors, 
or fermented on-farm for Hoch Orchard Hard Cider. We currently ferment around 2,000 gallons of juice into hard cider but 
we have plenty of capacity for growth.
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Hopped Haralson  
(Semi-Dry) — is a semi- dry 
cider flavored with Golding and 
Centennial hops grown on our farm. 
There is no lingering sweetness in 
this blend, just enough to soften 
the bitterness of hops. This hopped 
cider is intended for the experienced 
cider drinker. The dry finish and 
sharpness of the hops may be too 
much for the occasional cider 
drinker.

Cool Haralson (Dry) — is a 
true Minnesota cider. The Haralson 
apple was one the earliest successful 
releases from the University of 
Minnesota. This tart and flavorful 
apple makes a respectable single 
variety cider. We allow wild yeast to 
ferment this cider. We press late- 
harvested full flavored Haralson 
apples at the end of the season. As 
soon as fermentation gets started we 
refrigerate the cider tanks and let 
the hardiest of the wild yeast slowly 
ferment over the winter. Our strain 
of yeast produces strong citrus tones 
with a hint of funky wildness. The 
wild yeast takes time but finishes to 
full dryness.

Late Minnesota Brut  
(Dry) — is a blend of our favorite 
late harvest dessert apples. Great 
old varieties from the University of 
Minnesota create the base for this 
cider. Haralson, Fireside, Honeygold, 
and Regent apples provide rich 
aroma, high sugar, and sharpness. 
European bittersweet apples from 
our cider orchards are then blended 
in, to add tannins and layers of 
complicated flavors. This is a light 
local version of a traditional bitter 
British style cider.



History
We have been fermenting cider and wine on a hobby scale for a couple decades here. In 2012 we decided to investigate 
starting a winery/cidery and in 2013 we set up Minnesota’s Finest Fermented Products and applied for a Minnesota Farm 
Winery License. In 2014 we hired Rob Fisk to help manage our orchards, and also run the cider business with us. Rob 
purchased some tanks and developed our first brand called Wyndfall Cyder at Hoch Orchard. We produced a few thousand 
gallons of cider with Rob in 2014 and 2015. In 2016, Rob moved to another cider company at Minnesota Harvest 
Orchard. In 2017 we hired a new cider maker and restructured our cider business to focus on small batch artisanal ciders.

About Us
Jackie and Harry Hoch own and manage the parent Corporation Hoch Orchard and Gardens Inc. Jackie over-sees the 
book keeping, keeps the bills paid, and makes sure all the paperwork and records required for alcohol production are 
kept current. Harry directs the operation, oversees the production of fruit, and helps with the development of ciders 
utilizing the great array of products grown on our farm.

The cider company is managed by three young, energetic individuals who are passionate about food and the 
environment in which it is grown. All three have important roles on our biodynamic farm but together find the time  
to make and distribute our hard ciders.
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Ian Bottorff —  

has a BS in Horticulture from 
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Ian is our cider maker 

extraordinaire. Just about any 

crazy cider combination that 

Harry comes up with, Ian will 

blend it and make it taste great. 

Ian’s role on the farm is to 

manage vegetable production 

and high tunnel greenhouses.

Minnesota’s Finest Fermented Products dba Hoch Orchard Hard Ciders.

32553 Forster Road

LaCrescent MN 55947

Sales:

Steve Jones (224) 305-3161 • Spjones1218@gmail.com

Business land line: (507) 643-6329 • Email: info@hochorchard.com

www.hochorchard.com             facebook.com/hochorchard             instagram.com/hoch_orchard


